
THE ROLE PLAYED BY MANKIND IN TRIGGERING ZOONOTIC DISEASES LIKE
COVID-19

 
 
 I strongly believe that mankind

has played a pivotal role in

triggering zoonotic diseases like

COVID-19. It is not unknown that

over the last few decades

humans have encroached the

habitats of wildlife to convert

land for agriculture, mining and

to meet the demand for various

forest produce like palm oil,

bamboo, teak. The

unprecedented destruction of

these wild habitats have exposed

humans to directly interact with

the wild animals. However, the

fact that an increased human-

animal interaction is enabling

the transference of pathogens

from animals to human hosts

and livestock, is unknown to the

masses. The direct interaction

creates a condition for

emergence of new diseases to

which humans have little

resistance, and which can

become the basis for Pandemics.

Zoonotic diseases are infectious

diseases that are transmitted

from animals to humans. They

can pose a serious threat to

human health, representing

about 60 percent of all

infectious diseases in humans

(UNEP, 2016). Although the

origin of COVID-19 is uncertain

and is still being studied, it is

believed that the disease is

transmitted to humans from

bats. Studies have shown that

bats are potent sources of

pathogens and they are natural

reservoirs for numerous

zoonotic diseases (Zhou et al.,

2020).

As Covid-19 sweeps across the

globe, it has laid bare an often

repeated but disregarded link

emphasised by scientists –

climate change, biodiversity loss 

and the outbreak of zoonotic

diseases that have the potential

 LOSS OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES 

Loss of ecosystem services

Habitat fragmentation and biodiversity loss

Wildlife trade

for future pandemics, are all interconnected. The pandemic is a clear warning

that the ever increasing demands of mankind is putting massive pressure on

the ecosystem, more than it can withstand and this is a direct indication of

humans not being able to co-exist with the natural systems. We do not look

at the bigger picture and therefore, fail to understand that human activities

are responsible for determining the long-term health and ability of

ecosystems to support human well-being. Our consumption patterns, mass

production, unsustainable lifestyle are not only creating an imbalance in

nature but also affecting our well-being.

The role of mankind is connected to zoonotic diseases in several ways such as 

The above roles are discussed as follows:

The rich biodiversity is responsible for numerous ecosystem services that are

important for functioning and supporting life on earth. Nutrient cycles,

regulation of water and air, pollination are some of the most vital ecosystem

services. One of the services that is of much importance today is the

regulation of diseases. With an increase in habitat degradation, the ability of

ecosystems to check the spread of disease is reduced. Disease transmission is

directly associated with the degraded ecosystems (Keesing et al., 2010). As

the land-use and land-cover changes, wildlife that thrived in a particular

ecosystem are forced to change their habitat and behaviour in order to

survive. Many of these wild animals are reservoirs of pathogens that have the

potential to cause infectious diseases when transmitted to human hosts. The

loss of ecosystems not only increases the chances of future epidemics and

pandemics but also spreads the already existing diseases. A prominent

example is the spread of Malaria in Latin American countries as forest

patches are cleared for human habitation and agriculture. The clear patches

of land hold more stagnant water and are a breeding ground for the malaria

causing mosquitoes. As humans settle in these areas, the disease

transmission rate is increased (Robin, 2016).
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 HABITAT FRAGMENTATION AND BIODIVERSITY LOSS
Over the years, humans have cleared patches of forest land and created

forest edges. The forest edges are in close proximity to human habitation,

livestock and agricultural land. The close proximity enhances the direct

contact of humans with the wild animals (Bloomfield et al., 2020). The

disease transmission rate is high when the local communities living in the

vicinity of the forest edges enter the disturbed habitats for collection of fuel

wood and hunting and thus, come in direct contact with non-human

primates (Bloomfield et al., 2020)
WILDLIFE TRADE 
Majority of the wildlife trade happening globally is illegal. Irrespective of the

trade being legal or illegal, it brings people into direct contact with the

potentially dangerous disease causing organisms. A prominent example is

the trade of Pangolins for its scales that have medicinal properties.

Pangolins are the most trafficked mammals and are known to be reservoirs

of pathogens causing zoonotic diseases (Doshi and Gentile, 2020). 



The wildlife trade includes numerous steps – poaching, processing, transportation and selling. The Pangolins

are killed by skilled hunters who are forest dwellers or live in close proximity to the Pangolin habitats. These

hunters live in poverty without adequate healthcare and therefore, the chances of detection of emerging

diseases due to direct contact diminishes greatly (Doshi Gentile, 2020).

 CONCLUSION

Preventing biodiversity loss and maintaining the health of ecosystems can prevent conditions that lead to

zoonotic diseases. Greater biodiversity will support a greater diversity of species that can help regulate

diseases as it will be difficult for a pathogen to spread rapidly and dominate (UNEP, 2016). Implementation of

policies and action on Sustainable Development Goals are important to prevent the emergence of future

pandemics. 
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